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A major theme in the consumer communications area has been Networked Homes. In the past this has often 

focused on networking consumer devices within a single home to offer added value or better control. 

Initially, these solutions were often closed and only worked with devices of a single manufacturer. 

Subsequently, this interworking has been extended to include equipment from different sources. With the 

increasing number of solutions available and the increasing demand for sharing audio and video, the 

demands on the home network have grown substantially. Another focus of increased activity is extending 

the sharing of devices and services within a single home to across many homes.  It is these two themes 

which are covered by the two papers in this current issue of the Consumer Communications and Networking 

Series. 

More specifically, the first article titled “Plastic Optical Fiber based In-home Optical Networks” by Y. Shi  et 

al. argues that with the deployment of Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) technology and the corresponding increase 

in available bandwidth outside the home, the home itself should not constitute a communications 

bottleneck. They argue that Plastic optical fiber has been recognized as a viable candidate for future in-home 

networks. In their paper they present an overview of Plastic Optical Fiber technologies and recent 

developments in research and industry contexts. 

The second article “Consumer Managed Federated Homes” by R. Brennan, Z. Etizoni, K. Feeney and D. 

O’Sullivan looks beyond networking a single home and focuses on how users can securely share and manage 

services and resources of their home network. Their paper offers a novel architecture for federated homes 

and discusses prototype implementations which allow for sharing of devices and services without centralized 

authority but in peer-wise trusted relationships between consumers.  

If the articles in this series are of interest to you, then we strongly urge you to consider participating in the 

IEEE Consumer Communications and Networking Conference (CCNC) 2015 that will be held next January in 

Las Vegas in conjunction with the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) – the largest CE show in the world. See 

http://www.ieee-ccnc.org for details.  
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